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WEST COAST GERMAN
SHEPHERD SC
fund raiser
2013 Mission Accomplished
Thank you for your tremendous
support in helping us reach our
2013 goal

2013 goal

West Coast German Shepherd SC presents donation
cheque to Saanich Police Canine Unit.
Jane Holowaty and Lance Collins of
the West Coast German Shepherd
SC presented a cheque to the
Saanich Police K9 unit.
Retiring Chief Constable Mike
Chadwick and his successor, Bob
Downie both teamed up to accept the
donation on behalf of the unit.

$2500.00

A portion of the profits raised from all
the activities of the West Coast
German Shepherd SC go towards a
donation to a police canine
department in BC.
NorthWest Tank lines, DogSport
Gear and Royal Canin are the major
sponsors of all West Coast German
Shepherd SC events.

On hand were Sgt Glen Mackenzie
and Sgt Todd Lamb with his service
dog.

2014 goal
$2500.00

$100.00
currently

L-R; Sgt Glen Mackenzie, CC Bob Downie, CC Mike Chadwick, Jane
Holowaty, Lance Collins, Justin Blumber of Royal Canin, Sgt.Todd Lamb
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SPECIAL...
....what more can be said about someone
who braved traveling in the dead of winter,
through - 40C temperatures, blizzard conditions
and the west coast mountains. Whitehorse
in the Yukon to Vancouver through the worst
weather possible hauling a 40ft trailer.
Just to be with us for WorkWeek
Determined, crazy yes but extremely passionate is more
appropriate.
He loved being part of the dog sport and rubbing shoulders with
the very best.
Excited just to be part of it all
His WorkWeek culinary creations are legendary.
His smile was infectious and his greeting delightful.

and now there is
a huge emptiness
left behind

THE
WE MOURN
LOSS OF A
RIEND
SPECIAL F

BERNIE
HOODLESS
2013
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Message from the

West Coast German Shepherd Schutzhund Club
Executive Board of Directors

OWNIN
GAD
AND A OG IS A PR
IV
RESPO
NSIBIL ILEGE
ITY

On behalf of the whole West Coast club we would like to extend a warm welcome

to all of our Workweek delegates.
This is the 25th Anniversary of WorkWeek! An exciting milestone! What started
initially as a casual collection of people coming together to train and learn from
each other, has grown to be one of the premier events on the schutzhund
calendar in North America. It is all based on our passion for the sport and the
working dog, and our desire to share our passion and knowledge with others.
We at the West Coast club find it inspiring to be able to meet so many people and
dogs that we would otherwise not have had the opportunity to meet, and to
exchange our ideas and experiences.
Each year there is a unique blend of people and training which makes every year
different and special.
This year we have people coming from as far away as Australia, New Zealand
and Latvia. We have some delegates that have come to WorkWeek many times
and some that are here for the first time.
We thank you all for coming and hope that the entire experience of WorkWeek
the training, the discussions, the camaraderie, the fun - will inspire and enthuse
you.
On a sadder note, this year will be the first time in almost a decade that we will not
be having Bernie Hoodless participate at WorkWeek. Bernie lost his battle with
cancer last year. We remember him especially at this time. WorkWeek was one of
the things he looked forward to most of all.
Once again, welcome everyone. We trust you will have a memorable experience.
WC Executive
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STRATEGICALLY APPLIED STRESS / CORRECTIONS
Learning theory involves using consequences of
behaviour (both positive and negative) to modify or
change existing behaviour.
Understanding strategically applied stress is a huge evolution
for a handler.

Charlotte Johnson
Memorial Award

Making the step from “showing to proofing” is the most
unnerving step for handlers, but it is intimidating for the
beginner. Once you make the commitment to the "journey"
and take the entire process on, it becomes so much easier.
It is equally important that both the handler and the dog
understand "strategically applied stress"
That means they both must understand that only corrective
actions by the dog will resolve the challenge of precise
compliance. Most handlers are lost with this concept.
One of the biggest challenges is getting older and more
experienced handlers to stop using traditional compulsion and
modern motivational trainers and beginners to understand
proofing.
Showing or introducing the dog to a new component of
training, involves using attractions to teach the dog the
benefits of doing what you ask. This enticing or luring of the
dog into doing things is marked and rewarded when the dog
complies.
Proofing each component involves the trainer deliberately
introducing distractions to teach the dog the consequences of
failing to comply with a command.

Presented to the person(s) who contributes
to the West Coast GSSC by the building of
the club in spirit or by hand, always with a
positive attitude, quietly encouraging others
to do their best.

2013 Helen Jones
2012 Gabi Hoffmann
2011 Angela Craddock
2010 Nancy Wong
2009 Jane Holowaty
2008 Ros Jamieson
2007 Nick Doktor

The purpose of the process is firstly, to ensure the dog knows
the consequences of both complying and not complying.
Secondly, it is to empower the dog to take immediate action to
correct a mistake or an incorrect decision.
This understanding enhances their ability to make good
decisions and eliminates unsureness.
EVERY

Not always in the forefront,
but always in our hearts

OUNTS

STEP C
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DOGS ARE
PROBLEM SOLVERS

Rewarded
behavior
will
continue

THEY LEARN BY
TRIAL & ERROR

Behavior
precedes
learning

Unrewarded
behavior will
disappear

Dogs are
situational

DOG MAKES
CORRECT CHOICES

Handler
responds
positively

Praise
FIRST
then rewards
play,
toys &
games

BUT
“reward”
is defined by
dog

DOG MAKES
AN ERROR

“EFFORT ERROR”

“LACK OF EFFORT ERROR”

CHARACTERIZED BY CONFUSION
OR FEAR

CHARACTERIZED BY
INATTENTIVENESS OR DISINTEREST

Handler
is gentle but
firm as they
show dog
what to do

Handler
corrects
dog
Dog must
know how
to STOP
correction

dog must
know how to
PREVENT
correction
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TRAINING BOXES
The equipment used in the teaching
process is only effective if it is used
in conjunction
with the
methodology
and
philosophy
describe on
page 6.
As an
example, the
exercise of
teaching the
front position with the front position
box together with the remote collar is
often completely misunderstood.

SIT

Helping the dog to go into the correct
position is an essential part for the
teaching process.

Teaching the dog to work from
‘’command to command’’ is an
important part of the process.

Timing the release of the remote
collar contact to the moment when
the dog is correct sets up the
relationship. With repetition, the dog
realizes the remote collar contact
stops only when it is in the exact
position. This then becomes the cue
for the dog to keep trying to be
correct. The handler must encourage
trying.

Hesitating in giving your dog a
correction for cycling through the
exercises in the box is normal but
those who are confident in the
process will make that decision more
decisively.

The box reduces the guessing by the
dog, allows for quicker rewarding
and eliminates corrections in the
showing phase.
The box does not however, make the
dog reliable. It is the consequences
from their behavior that makes them
reliable. It is essential that both
handler and dog understand this.

Many see the box as the key to the
exercise but it isn't.
The real key is that the exercise is
only completely correct when the
remote collar contact stops. The
front box simply provides the
guidance and help for the dog to
come to the front position correctly.
Using the leash and the front box
gives the handler the opportunity to
help the dog be correct. The sooner
the dog is correct the quicker the
learning is reinforced.

HOW LONG DO I DO THE BOX
WORK
Forget about time and base your
training on the dog’s behaviour and
always be willing to go back and
reinforce the foundation when ever
you see a need.
Everything about training is based on
the dog's behaviour. Make ALL
training decisions on what the dog
shows you.
When I do a normal training session
with my dog I may use, some, all or
none of the boxes in that session.
These exercises are foundation and
foundation is lifetime. I use them

DOWN
One consequence of the dog taking
ownership of the exercises is that
they will start to execute them at
their own pace to entice rewards and
will not wait for the commands. This
is quite common in the ground box
work where the dog is taught to
down, stand and sit.

STAND
always but not every session. I am
still using them on my 4 year old
dog.
8

RETRIEVE
Retrieving requires the correct &
enthusiastic execution of more
elements than any other
exercise.

1) We do not make the dumbbell
a toy or prey object, rather we
deliberately make it a tool.

the dumbbell very often, rather
we spend the vast majority of
training sessions having the dog

This means that we use the prey
stimulation as the reward and
bringing the dumbbell is the
means by which the tug is won.
2) We do not concentrate on
making the dog excited about
going out and taking possession

only bring the dumbbell into the
front position. We repeat it over
and over with the dog coming
from many different angles and
distances. Each time getting
rewarded.
Sit, attention, automatically
straight, hold, out & here are
the key components, along with
jumping.
Our retrieving is based on
several key concepts.

of the dumbbell. We only focus
on the dog being excited about
getting back in front with the
dumbbell.
To achieve that we don’t throw

3) We do not have the dog bring
the dumbbell into the front
position without having the dog
clearly and confidently executing
coming into the front position
without the dumbbell and
separately having a rock solid
hold first.

R
OU CAN O
ELIEVE Y ’T;
B
U
O
Y
R
CAN
WHETHE
IEVE YOU
YOU BEL
RIGHT
YOU ARE
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RETRIEVE
Taking hold of the dowel or dumbbell
on command
Taking hold of the dowel and later the
dumbbell, is only ideal if the dog
snatches the dowel on the hold
command.

combined with clear and consistent
consequences that the dog can
confidently make good decisions.

RELEASING

The dogs expression must be
confident with ears up, (expecting a
reward) to be declared “secure”.
The dog must be very secure with
this element of the work.

It is not enough that the dog will just
take it. It must fight to get it.
The dog must come into drive if it
misses the dowel and struggle

Once we have the dog to the stage
where it will vigorously and
confidently take the dowel and hold
it, this specific element is complete.
FOCUS & ATTENTION

TAKING ONLY ON COMMAND

vigorously in trying to take the dowel
after it misses.
To get to that response, the dog has to
have experienced the distinct
consequences of both getting the dowel
and

TAKING & HOLDING

HOLDING AND ATTENTIVE

losing the dowel.
It is only through numerous repetitions

AND TO

MM
ROM CO
TRAIN F OMMAND
C
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RETRIEVE
HERE

Supporting elements for
retrieving
Apart from the hold & out, the other
important elements for retrieving are
the sit, straight and attention.
These comprise the “front position”
and then from that basis the “here”
is developed.
Coming from “out of position into
the front position” to get rewarded is
the key concept that the dog needs
to embrace. We want the dog to
fully buy in that being in the front
position is highly beneficial. It has to
be a great place for the dog to be.
Ultimately, we want the dog to
understand that it is responsible to
come close and straight in position.
More importantly it must do it
automatically, without any additional
commands or help.
We first secure the front position.
We do that by repeatedly placing
the dog in a sit and then moving into
the front position. Impressing the
correct front position by repeating
the “here “ command, petting and
then rewarding with food and later
with the play tug.
For the “Here” we work backwards
from the front position, slowly
increasing the distance.
We start the teaching process with a
mechanical collar and then
transition to the remote collar
(constant low stimulation) to secure
the coming into the correct position.

In the
showing
stage the
remote collar is
used on low
stimulation and in
conjunction with the
reward luring steps. Low
stimulation is activated on the
command and then turned off
when the dog is in the correct
position.
We encourage a forward re-position
by using line tension from behind
the dog and promoting resistance to
being pulled out of the front position.
Being in position is praised and
rewarded.
Being out of position is slightly
stressed (mechanically or remote
collar). Resistance to being pulled
out of position is praised and
rewarded. We always use a back
lead to do this work.
Automatically adjust to the correct
front position
Once we have the dog
demonstrating a strong resistance
to being pulled out of the front
position we then increase the
challenge of maintaining the front
position by having the handler move
slightly backwards (1 step). The dog
is to follow the handler and regain
the front position automatically. This
will always take some handling to
get that to happen.
When the handler steps back and

the
dog
(normally)
does not
adjust to the
proper front
position, the handler will add some
stimulation by either the mechanical
collar or the remote collar and at the
same time offer verbal
encouragement. The back tension
line is lightly engaged when the
handler moves back. Light physical
stimulation is applied,up and down
rather than in the forward direction,
leaving the option to go forward
open and inviting. Using the collar to
pull the dog forward is not correct. It
will cause the dog to press
backwards (natural reverse
response).
When the dog is in the wrong
position, strategically applied stress
will cause the dog to move (out of
the wrong position). The back
tension and the pre-established
comfort of the front position combine
to press the dog forward in proximity
13

www.miuragolf.com
-Striving for excellence-

Wishing everyone at Workweek an
outstanding experience !

W h o o s h !!

RETRIEVE
to the front position. That forward
movement is rewarded with praise
and intermittently with prey
stimulation. The less-than-perfect
front position is ignored.
The intent of the initial phase of
training the “coming into the front
position” is to get the dog to commit
to moving forward when the handler
moves back. The stepping back is
only one step at first.
Distance and precision is not the
objective at this stage but
commitment is. Rewarding the
commitment to move forward will
promote the movement a second

time. Repeating the process will
make the dog sure that moving into
the handler will bring a big benefit.
Our objective is to make the
adjustment to the front position
automatic with the step back.
We proof the exercise two ways. One
way is done by occasionally pulling
the dog out and preventing it from
easily going back into the front
position. We deliberately pull back
with a lead until the dog is clearly out
of the front position and then hold it
out of the correct position. If/when
the dog becomes passive by not
trying to go back into the front
position we correct it with the remote

collar.
When the dog responds to the
correction by energetically trying to
get back into the front position we let
it go there and then reward it for its
effort.
The other way is to hold the dog with
the back lead and have the handler
move backwards.
The collar is activated when the
handler moves and the back lead is
engaged if the dog does not try at all
to get back into the correct
position.

IF YOU TREA
T A DOG
HUMAN
LIKE A
IT WILL T
R
LIKE A D EAT YOU
OG
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FINN vom
METTERURSPRUNG IPO3
SG

2013 Canadian Champion
2013 WUSV World Championships
Finn brings real power and a crushing grip in protection;
intensity and focus in tracking; and willingness for the
handler in obedience
Sire: Zender vom Lusondai Sch3 (WUSV - SG)

Highest individual IPO3 scores
Tracking: 97
(Gunther Diegel SV)
Obedience: 93 (Gunther Diegel SV)
Protection: 99 (Helmut Koenig SV)

Dam: Prisca vom dunklen

Zwinger Sch1

www.bergblickgermanshepherds.com
gchoffmann@shaw.ca
604 308 2638

RETRIEVE
Coming into the front position
from out of position is an
extremely important concept that
requires intense attention to be
secure.
Each element of the front position is
taught (show, proof, secure)
separately.
Successful repetition results in
repeated rewards so we repeat
each element a multitude of times
until it is automatic and the dog
executes it enthusiastically.
The front position is honed to speed
and precision by using a variety of

start positions and immediate
rewards.
We use “guide or front boxes” to
secure the absolute correct position
and posture.
On the “here” command we use the
remote collars on continuous low
stimulation until the dog has become
exactly correct.
The dog learns that the collar
contact remains on until the dog has
achieved the correct position.

stops.
Distractions of every variation are
gradually introduced as the dog
becomes more experienced and the
dog is guided through them until
they are only a stimulation not a
distraction.

ALL DO

GS BITE

The dog also learns that the reward
comes quickly after the collar contact

17

RETRIEVE

COMBINING HOLD & HERE

Coming into the front position from out of position
holding the dowel
Once we have the dog secure with coming into the front
position and the hold element is secured separately, we
will combine the two.

Energetically re-acquiring the dowel must
eliminate the discomfort.
Immediately rewarding that action
reinforces the correct performances.

We use a light line (3/32 in. nylon) attached to the dowel
and give one end to a second handler.
As the dog runs in towards the front
position we use intermittent tension to
secure the firm grip.
We do this exercise with backline
tension as well, so we need 2 people to
help with this.
Until this proofing has been done we
do not do free, long distance
recalls into the front position.

By repeating this combination numerous times there will
be plenty of moments when the dog
does not maintain a firm grip on the
dowel.
In these moments the dog has to
experience losing the dowel.
If the dog does not have a firm grip
we will snap the dowel out of the
dog’s mouth and then immediately
stress the dog for letting go.
Discomfort must come when the
dowel is lost. We continue the stress
until the dog re-grips the dowel.
19

RETRIEVE
Coming into the front position from out of position
holding the dumbbell
Once we have the dog secure coming into the front
position and maintaining the hold on the dowel, we
move to the dumbbell.

Once we have the dog coming into the front position
confidently with the dumbbell we again transfer into the
“front box”.
This is done from very short
distances.

The dumbbell used is a two part training dumbbell.
This training dumbbell allows the handler to easily pull
the dumbbell out of the dog’s mouth should the grip
be loose. This can then be done anywhere on the
training field.

We put the dog in a sit or down with the dumbbell in its
mouth and then call it into the front position from every
direction and every position we can think of.
We reward when the dog is sitting and holding quietly in
front.
20

Thank you West Coast German Shepherd Schutzhund Club
and
Congratulations on 25 years of Work Week
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JUMPING
Why do dogs touch the jumps?
Touching or climbing on the jump is
primarily from:
• Lack of experience &
understanding
• Overloaded in prey drive
• Lack of will
Lack of experience &
understanding
Giving the dog the opportunity to
learn to jump early in its training life,
with the right motivation and the
right equipment will lead to strong
and sure jumping.
Use a jump that does not let the dog
get success for touching or stepping
onto it. A cloth jump, with a bungy
cord to hold it, stops the dog from
getting a good hold on the jump. It is
easy to make from plastic pipe.
Start low and build up to higher
heights over time.
Put a number (4 or 5) of jumps in a
row on the training field. Have the
dog heel with you alongside the
jumps and then go over each jump
on the “jump” command.

Advanced work should include
control before and after each jump.
The handler positions themself to
walk closely beside the right side of
jump and with the dog in heel and

then command the dog to jump.
After the dog is over each individual
jump, give the “heel” command and
insist on compliance before
proceeding each time. The dog
should heel beside you to the next
jump and do it again. This exercise
will encourage the dog to jump
vertical and stay in control.
Once the dog can do this
enthusiastically and in control, have
it do the same thing holding the
dumbbell. It will take some time for
the dog to understand each step but
it will help it learn good techniques
for jumping and make the exercise a
lot easier to do well.
Be patient and give the dog time to
learn and enjoy precision jumping.
Be sure the dog can do this before
moving forward.
Lack of will
‘Most touches happen on the return
jump.’
The reality is that most dogs really
don’t want to come back with the
dumbbell as much as they want to
go out and get it. This manifests
itself in a less than enthusiastic
effort in the return jump.
Constant nagging to hold quietly, sit
straight, don’t bump, sit closer, give
up the toy etc. once the dog gets to
the front position all add up to being
uncomfortable in front of the
handler.

position as a little uncomfortable the
dog will not be so willing to come
there.
Logically if the dog is obsessed
about getting and possessing the
dumbbell, it will be less obsessed
about giving it up. Handlers who
make the dumbbell the prime
objective will often struggle with
return speed and poor jumping.
A dog that views getting the
dumbbell back to the handler to get
a reward will demonstrate a fast
return to the front position.
Overloaded in prey drive.
The use of high stimulation such as
balls or tugs to entice the dog over
the jumps promotes a jump that
launches forward in a low trajectory.
The low trajectory combined with a
perception of the dumbbell being
equal to a toy makes for some
strong hits on the jump, particularly
on the way out to the dumbbell.
For a fast return and a strong jump,
the dumbbell must be seen as the
tool that brings payment.
So what does that have to do with
the return jumping??

Everything!!!

Once the dog sees the front
22

RETRIEVING THE THROWN DUMBBELL
Throwing the dumbbell always stimulates more prey
drive. With that increased drive comes the risk of
breaking down the techniques so carefully developed
under low levels of prey stimulation.
We do not throw the dumbbell until the dog has super
technique in coming into the front position with the
dumbbell from any position including over the wall(s)
and the jump(s).
Throwing the dumbbell is one of the last things we do in
developing the exercise.
Before we ever throw the dumbbell we take the dog and
place it in a sit or down, then take the dumbbell out and
place it on the ground while the dog watches.
We then return to the dog and have it go and get the
dumbbell and bring it back.
We still would have the line on the dumbbell to manage
the grip.
This is repeated numerous times until the technique is
proven to be secure.
This specific exercise is a foundation exercise and is
always repeated throughout the dog’s career
THE DOG IS
NEVER
NOT LEAR
NING

Located in Langley BC,

Corporate awards
Sports trophies
Custom engraving
Our showroom is open
Monday to Friday
8:30am to 5:00pm
To Place an Order or Get a Quote:
1(800) 665-2771
(604) 533-0171
Fax: (604) 533-1677
Email:
Trophies and Engraving trophies@centaurawards.com
Ribbons, Rosettess and Sashes
ribbons@centaurawards.com
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Vwd: carrier

hips and elbows: good

cardioecho: normal

thyroid:low

“the best female Doberman in protection I have ever seen”
Lance Collins

Kravallo Vom Schmietbauregut (IPO3) X
Esta Vom Burgestatte IPO3
For more Information

Cell: (360) 303-6334
steven.burger@comcast.net

PLAY & PREY BEHAVIOURS
Playing with the dog is not a
frivolous activity for the serious
competitor
In most pet and sport dog
households, puppy interaction with
the handler is viewed as
independent from the formal
training process. Wrestling,
chasing, pouncing and biting are
viewed as play and not seen as
applicable to training/learning. Who
starts the play is not considered
important.
Top trainers recognize the
importance of the dog initiating the
play and these trainers work at
making that role clear.
“Initiating” is an important aspect of

all handler /dog interactions and
having a dog who expects the
handler to start everything will be a
detriment at every turn in training
and even more so in competition.

the motivational process in which
the young dog is manipulated into
learning the techniques and
behaviors necessary for precise &
effective work in the future.

In trials, dogs which expect the
handler to entertain them, will be
very disappointed when the handler
does not bring out the rewards.

The techniques the dogs learn while
playing are used in all levels of
training in the obedience and
protection phases.

If the dog won’t initiate the play,
they will be passive throughout the
trial performance and empty of drive
when it really counts.

If the dog won’t play, the handler
cannot negotiate for performance.

Top trainers recognize the
importance of early play
experiences. For them, playing is

ING
IS LEARN
PLAYING

24243 0 Ave Langley / 604-510-3618
www.adogslifek9centre.ca
adogslife@shaw.ca
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Christina & Lucas Kaiser
Allumettes Island QC
819 689 5664

we breed only the best quality dogs which are
titled and proven producers with balanced
temperament and high drive for work!
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PREY ELEMENTS

Consistent performances and top results are dependent on advanced training. Advanced training is
dependent on solid fundamentals, early experiences and a strong work ethic.
Prey drive and the related behaviors are critical elements of all aspects of advanced training. Prey drive
and the proper bite technique can be deliberately cultivated. This begins in the puppy stage, the earlier
the better.
For maximum results, prey drive elements must be established through a deliberate process and in
proper sequence. Prey drive supports all aspects of behaviors in the obedience and protection phases.

We integrate the 6 prey elements
shown in the prey cycle diagram
into a single training exercise.

have the dog stop and hold the tug
calmly.

With the dog on leash and active (in
drive) we manage the elements
in sequence to promote the
behaviors that are ideal.
We want the dog to initiate
the entire process by
barking vigorously.
We reward the barking
by allowing the dog to
bite the moving tug.

PREY DRIVE CYCLE

ELEMENTS
&
SEQUENCES

Through pulling the dog is
allowed to win control of the
tug and then allowed to enjoy
the result of its efforts by carrying
the tug.
On leash, we run the dog in a large
circle, bringing the dog back to the
start position using the leash to
manage speed and the line on the
tug to manage the grip.
Once back to the start position we

Once the dog has stopped and is
holding the tug firmly and quietly, the
tug is pushed to the ground while the
dog retains the grip.
When the tug is secured on the

ground and held in place by the
handler’s foot, the dog is told to
release (out).
The dog is not allowed to re-bite the
tug until after it starts barking.
Once the dog outs and starts
barking the cycle can be
repeated.
Repetition promotes
understanding and
develops expectations for
behaviors that follow one
another. This expectation
is used as the basis for the
more complex training that
will come as the dog
progresses.
The cycle is used throughout the
dog’s training career, to re-secure
the fundamental elements that are
necessary for consistent and clear
work.
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PREY ELEMENTS
BARK
Cultivating the behavior of “barking
to initiate” action is an essential
element of the prey drive training
process.

The behavior of the object/prey,
before and while the dog is biting,
directly influences the bite technique
and the specific teeth used to secure
the object.

The dog needs to know that actively
barking will “initiate” something
positive to happen. To establish this
the handler needs to react to the
actions of the dog
by moving the prey.

As soon as the dog bites, it analyzes
the prey behavior and then instantly
adjusts the biting process to
address/reflect that behavior.

The barking is
rewarded by praise,
petting and
releasing the dog to
bite the tug.
Dogs that are conditioned (in prey)
to react rather then initiate will be
passive in critical areas where they
need to show enthusiasm, energy
(drive), confidence and dominance.
PREY
LICT +

CONF

DRIVE

ER

= POW

BITE
BITE
There are many reasons why a
dog bites and many influences
that affect the selection of the
technique of the bite.
What the handler does when playing
with the dog will dramatically impact
the dog’s bite technique, whether the
handler intends to or not.
Shaking and tearing, chewing,
pulling, crushing, holding, are all bite
behaviour “options” that the dog has
loaded in its predatory/hunter
brain/computer.

The dog’s mouth is set up like a
swiss army knife. There are a
number of different shapes of teeth,
all designed to perform a specific yet
different function.
The teeth types are hardwired
directly into the dog’s brain and are
implemented in response to the
behavior of what they are biting.
This is a very important concept in
that the choice of biting techniques
is all predicated on the behaviour of
the tug, which the handler controls.
Play and prey development is
entirely in the hands of the handler
and starts with the earliest
interactions.

PULL
Biting is not a momentary event but
rather a continuous action.
We deliberately promote pulling
while
biting
the tug
as the
means
to
achieve
possession of the tug.
Pulling has several tremendous
benefits in that it is not possible to
pull hard without biting hard and it is
not possible to chew while pulling
hard. Pulling promotes a continuous
and energetic effort while engaged
in the bite.
Energetic pulling also promotes the
hindering effect that we will be
looking for in the pressure phases of
protection later. Pulling enhances
the stopping of the helper.

Puppies come complete with the full
set of biting behavours already
loaded into their “life computer”. The
techniques they use moving forward
in life are all based on “what works
best” in specific situations. It is a trial
and error process. Thus the
importance of the first experiences.

Handlers have control of the prey
behavior in their own hands.
Through specific handling and
equipment they can promote prey
drive and
the ideal
bite
techniques
by
controlling
the means
by which the dog wins the prey.
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THE EQUIPMENT
We use rolled burlap type tugs to
promote prey drive, full grips,
pulling, holding and outing.
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SZ. Nr. CMKU/ DS/ 60888,
DOB: 21.07.2010,
Körkl. 1a, ZB: V, HD + ED: normal,
Back: clear

IPO-1-286 Pkt. C 100,
IPO-2-286 Pkt. C 99,
IPO-3-281 Pkt. C 100

TANGO

TANGO VIKAR IPO 3

Tango is a very impressive and masculine looking dog. He possess enormous speed and extreme drives. His overall
character is highlighted by pronounced self sureness and nerve steadiness. He is social with people and other dogs
In obedience he impresses through a tireless willingness to work. In protection he impresses with enormous grip
quality. He strikes with unreserved abandon. Has powerful guarding phases and displays exceptional guidability. All in
all, a dog for which protection is not a game
Genetically, Tango is not a fluke. His siblings are also being presented in Regional and National competitions. Both his
parents were successful participants at the WUSV World Championships

Contact: Anke Ehmann
Dog Training Center KEBERNIK
Kirtorf - Lehrbach Germany
Tel:+49 (0) 6635 230 Fax: +49 (0) 6635 1335
Cel: +49 (0) 171 6743846
Email webmaster@werner-kebernik.de

DOG TR

Cel-mobile: +49 151 172997
E-mail: ankeehmann@aol.com
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Ellute v. d. Mohnwiese Tom van’t Leefdaalhof
Aline v d Mohnwiese
Gordon v Wolfsblick
Chicco v d Fassanerie
Luna Westfalenspross
Connie v Drieirkenstein
Olix v Karthago
Tyson v d Schiffslache
Connie v Koernerplatz
Alfa v. d. Gligermuhle
Olex de Valsory
Wilma v Ketscher Wald Nelly v Ketscher Wald
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PREY ELEMENTS
Having a long tug ensures that a
large portion of the tug remains
outside of the dog’s mouth, with a
full bite. This extra length gives the
handler more control over the object
once the dog bites it, making
controlling the dog and its behaviors

easier to manage.
We use the tug with a line or leash
attached to one end.
THE PROCESS
The line attached to the tug allows
the dog to pull continuously over a
greater distance. With the line being
let out slightly with each pull, the
dog feels encouraged that pulling
wins control. Thus rewarding the
dog for the pulling.
When the dog has shown some
strong pulling on the tug it needs to
be further rewarded. We do this by
releasing the tug during the pulling
action.
The line on the tug allows the
handler to further reward the dog’s
pulling by releasing the tug but
without giving up complete control of
the tug.
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CARRY CARRY
When we release the tug as a
reward for pulling we still want to still
be able to control the biting
behavior.

pace, not the dog. If the dog wants
to go slow the handler can insist it
should run fast and if the dog wants
to go fast then the handler can insist
that it run slow.

Upon release of the tug, the handler
uses the
leash on the
collar to
direct the
dog to run
with the tug
and to
manage the
direction of
running. The line on the tug is used
to keep the tug sufficiently active so
that the dog holds firmly and quietly
while running.

Throughout this process the dog has
to learn that the handler is leading
and the “carry” command is to be
respected like any other command.

The handler runs slowly in a large
circle, using the leash to maintain
the running, and the line on the tug
to keep the grip tight & calm.
We do not want the dog to take the
tug to the ground where the dog
could fight and chew and we take
great care to prevent this from
happening.
The running calms the dog, leaving
it with a sense of success for its
efforts and a sense of control. When
the dog is running and holding the
tug with a calm grip, the handler
repeats the “carry” command. The
command is given when the work is
correct to mark that behaviour with
the command.
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HOLD
From the “carry” comes the
“hold”. Carrying with a full and
calm grip gives the handler the
opportunity to manipulate the dog
into the hold when the dog is
static or still.
The carrying leads directly into the
hold. Once the dog has stopped
running and is standing with the tug
in its mouth the
handler will
reach under
the dog’s chin
and support the
head
momentarily.
When the dog
is standing with
the tug and holding it calmly the
handler will repeat the command
“hold” to connect the correct
behavior to the command. The
handler will also pet the dog in a
calming manner.

It is the handler who decides the
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Interesting training articles and videos for every canine owner
from pet to competition

Innovative training solutions

www.dogtrainerresource.com
CANADA and USA authorized dealer for Einstein Training Collars.

Rugged design with programmable BOOST and CLEAN stimulation.

PREY ELEMENTS
In the initial sessions, the stopping
and holding is done momentarily. The
handler will quickly resume the carry
and then repeat the hold.
The short stopping moments are
used to introduce the hold command
and to secure the dog. The standing
hold is then manipulated into a sitting
hold.
Hold on command is a make or break
element and requires serious
attention at the earliest and every
opportunity.
The ability to calmly and firmly hold
something in its mouth on command
is a critical piece of the puzzle when it
comes to numerous exercises in both
obedience and protection.
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The “hold” is critical to the
development of a sure and quick
“out”.
Without question, the hold and the
out are the most challenging
elements to secure.
Releasing the tug or not, and holding
the tug or not, are the same concept
for the dog. When the dog thinks it
can let go when it wants, it also thinks
it can not let go when it wants.
The handler’s “ownership” of the

decision making has to be clearly
established.
Through the prey cycle process we
establish that the dog must hold on
command and maintain that hold until
told otherwise.
After running, the dog is controlled to
stand quietly with the tug in its mouth.
When the dog is calm, the handler
grips the tug firmly (the hand touching
the side of the dog’s muzzle). The
handler then pushes the tug firmly to
the ground. (No out command while
pushing down). The handler places a
foot next to the dog’s muzzle and
stands on the tug, releasing the hand
from the tug when the foot is firmly
planted.
With the hand then free, the handler
can pet the dog on top of the muzzle
and head.
With the tug firmly fixed on the ground
by the handler’s foot, the dog will
eventually relax and let go. When the
handler sees the grip loosen or
release, the out command is given.
It is normal for the dog to release on
its own when the prey object becomes
immobilized on the ground. However it
can take some time in the initial
sessions. Impatience is a detriment.

giving the command. Pulling up will
stimulate the dog into pushing
downward and provoke more bite. If
this happens the dog views the
handler as the competitor for the tug.
Problems can begin when the dog
tries to re-bite the tug. They all will try
so the handler has to be ready to
prevent this.
The handler must be positioned close
to the front of the dog to ensure the
dog can be blocked from re-biting the
sack. This blocking is not done by
pulling the dog away or by pulling or
kicking the tug away!
It is done by using the free hand to
block the dog from re-biting the tug by
giving small slap corrections on the
muzzle area. The blocks should be
strong enough to deter the dog but
not so strong as to shut the dog
down.
The ideal result is for the dog to begin
barking in frustration. The barking can
be rewarded by praise, petting and
releasing the dog to re-acquire the
tug.
This barking closes the Circle of
Prey Drive and opens the option to
cycle through again. Starting with
a bite to reward the barking......

The intent is to give the release
command simultaneously when the
dog actually releases.
The handler must take care not to pull
up on the collar at the same time as
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REMOTE TRAINING COLLARS
Remote collars are very effective in
training in that they provide a steady
and clear guide to the dog in all
stages of learning.
Like the “helping hand” that assists,
on the command, the low stimulation
activation from the collar confirms to
the dog that an action is required.
The turning off of the low stimulation
confirms to the dog that they are in
the right position or have moved into
the right position. That
accomplishment is reinforced with
rewards, commands and praise.
The use of constant contact low
stimulation expedites learning by
clarifying the difference between the
right actions, incomplete actions and
incorrect actions.
The proper use of remote collars is
consistently less stressful to dogs
than conventional training methods.
It also produces more reliable
obedience than motivational-only
training systems.
Unfortunately the education process
for the proper and humane use of
remote collars has trailed behind the
popularity of their use.
There are a lot of urban myths about
remote collars and a lot of
unqualified trainers using them. As a
result, some people have concerns
about the use of remote training
collars for dogs.
These concerns usually are due to

feeling that dogs can be corrected
too harshly or inappropriately by
remote collars, and that people use
remote collars when they don’t know
how else to train, or out of frustration.
The use of remote collars by people
who use them inappropriately and
who do not understand learning
principles is not beneficial. However,
this applies equally to all the different
ways of correcting a dog as well.
Corrections will always be a
necessary part of training dogs to be
under control of the handler. The use
of remote collars can be a very
effective and humane application of
corrections.
Effective dog training uses
principles of psychological learning
theory that have been scientifically
established.
Training without corrections may be
an ideology that some people hold,
however it is not based on
psychological learning theory, which
addresses both positive and negative
consequences.
There is no doubt that education is
the key to humane training.
Unfortunately none of the “famous”
dog organizations have ever taken
any responsibility for education of
their members in this regard.

Learning theory involves using
consequences (both positive and
negative) of behaviour to modify
or change existing behaviour.
It is incorrect to assume that there
should never be any negative
consequences.
Remote collars can be a very
effective way of delivering corrections
while ensuring that the dog has a
positive expression in its work.
Remote collars can have a number
of advantages over other types of
corrections/aversive stimulation,
such as:
• remote collars are particularly
useful for off-lead and long
distance training
• remote collars result in less
physical force, and less
corrections required in training
• remote collar corrections are
easier to time correctly
• it is easier to provide
consistent correction levels
• remote collars can remove the
need for physical
confrontations, such as may
occur when leash corrections
are applied
• remote collars are useful for
applying corrections to
physically insensitive dogs, or
handlers with limited strength
• there is no possibility of
physical trauma or injury.
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3-3 Asko v.d Lutter World Champion / German Champion
Vico /Cilly Wolfendobel 5-5

HAAKON

Line breeding

Haakon is extremely motivated and relentless in every aspect of the work. He is tireless
and totally focused on the task at hand. Intense eyes and outstanding expression in every aspect.
BRILLIANT RETRIEVING
In protection he is very convincing. From the attacks he has lightening strikes and a monsterous grip. In
the pressure phases he hinders powerfully. In the guarding phases he is intense and dominant with
outstanding barking. There is no begging for the toy in protection for this dog. He is fearless.

TOP DOG IN CANADA FOR 2013
www.bergblickgermanshepherds.com

bergblickshepherds@shaw.ca

604 308 3187

PROTECTION BITE
THE BITE
How the dog bites is critical in the
competitions of today. The only
means to get full points requires
striking into the arm with a hard,
calm and full grip, and then
maintaining this throughout the
pressure phases, until commanded
to release.
Biting is not a momentary event but
rather a continuous action
while the helper is active,
and continues until the
helper stops. That action
also includes hindering
the helper as they try to
threaten and/or or
pressure the dog away.
Consistently
demonstrating all of
these techniques in the
trial situation is the
training challenge.

hands of the handler and starts with
the earliest interactions. We do not
leave the early stages of prey & bite
development up to the helper.
The biting techniques in prey drive
are important for the later work with
the helper.
We do not bring the helper into
the work until the dog
demonstrates very good bite
skills and enthusiasm in prey
in the tug work with the
handler.

With prey dive well established, the
dog then compounds the success of
“biting to end the threat” with the
success of controlling the sleeve.
This work reinforces the bite as a
viable weapon against aggression
and threats.
The bite has the profound effect of
bringing the dog out of conflict and
into prey.

A hard, calm & full bite while
under pressure is viewed as
being clear headed, confident
and dominant. A partial or
chewy bite is viewed as
showing stress or unsureness
under pressure.
Promoting the hard, calm and full
bite begins with the earliest
experiences and is cultivated by the
handler and later further reinforced
by the training helper.
These techniques and behaviours
become critically important later,
when the dimension of fighting
drive is introduced into the work.
Prey development is entirely in the

When we introduce the helper, we
do so in a confrontational style.
When the dog bites the protection
arm, the dog will experience the
confrontation ceasing.

ERE IS
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With the confrontation eliminated by
the bite, the dog becomes
confident, transitioning out of
conflict (fight drive) into prey drive.
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to advertise in the
Event Catalogues
or even more
.........................contact us
www.wcgssc.com
westcoastgssc@shaw.ca
18033 29A ave Surrey BC Canada V3S 9V2

Our Events
Invitational Work Week

This annual event fosters the exchange of information between the very best and those interested in
becoming the very best

Seminars, workshops and conferences

Activities held to educate interested people in the responsible and competitive ownership of dogs

Sport and Competition

Events held regularly promoting friendly and healthy competition from the novice to the world class
competitor.

West Coast Triple Crown

This event is a series of 3 open competitions combined into a year long event and is in part, used to
raise funds to support the other initiatives.

Donation to Police K9 Unit
Combining the support of the community and business, with our expertise

Team Canada (WUSV) World Championship
Funds raised are used in support of West Coast GSSC club members and Team
Canada.

Langley Office
7025 72nd St
Langley
British Columbia
V4W 1R3

Driven to Deliver™
Welcome To Northwest.
Through a steadfast commitment to the highest
standards of quality, customer service and
safety, Northwest Tank Lines is recognized as
one of the safest and fastest growing tank
truck companies in North America. Our drive is
to be the tank truck company by which all
others are measured - the model ,of excellence
for the industry.

Tel: 604 856 6666
Fax 604 856 5102
Toll free 800 663 1664
E-mail: info@nwtl.ca

Central Office
3415 - 29th St NE
Calgary AB
T1Y 5W4
Tel 403 216 7680
Fax: 403 250 7801
Toll Free: 800 661 5528

Driven to Deliver™

